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Dissatisfied With National,
23 Thetas Quit the Sorority
Last Monday evening, 23 m em 
bers of Lawrence’s Alpha Psi
chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta
officially deactivated from that
sorority. The deactivations were
a result of growing dissatisfaction
on the part of m any Thetas with
their national organization.
The faculty committee formed
to study discrimination requires
that all fraternities and soror
ities m ust by September, 1968,
choose their m em bers on the bas
is of m erit alone. This pronounce
ment is at variance with the op

erative practice of national Kap
pa Alpha ThetaThe sorority operates under a
recommendation system, whereby
before the individual chapter may
consider pledging a student it
must receive a “yes recommend
ation” from an alumna. Alpha
Psi sent in an evaluation report
on all the girls in this y ear’s
freshman class and received a
“ no recommendation” on every
single Negro and Oriental stu
dent.
The chapter considered a pro-

Hietpas Receives Mention
As a ‘Little All American’
CH UCK M cK EE, star quarterback on the V iking champ
ionship football team, was recently named to a starting po
sition on the “ Little All Am erican” squad for 1967. The
Lawrence senior was elected to the team by Associated
Press sports writers. Chuck plans to pursue a career in m ed
icine and will enroll in medical school next year.

McKee Picked For
‘Little All American’
By BILL GODFREY
selection to the first team. He
When the 1967 Associated P ress
felt it was hard to single out any
“ Little All American” team was
one particular reason for the
selected, Lawrence University
choice—except the obvious one
senior Chuck McKee had been
of Chuck’s ability. The trem en
awarded the position of first
dous cooperation of both the Mil
team quarterback. Chuck said
waukee and Appleton papers was
about the honor, “ I was very
instrumental in his selection, ac
happy—the kind of happiness you
cording to Coach Roberts, and
feel when you get something
all the coaches in the Midwest
Conference nominated him with
you hadn’t expected.”
out solicitation for the position.
He went on to explain that
while he was happy each tim e
Both Coach Roberts and Chuck
the team had won a game, this
felt that the m em bers of the foot
is the kind of happiness you ex ball team played an integral role
pect. “ I had never thought I’d
in the aw ard .' Chuck said, “ Mu
m ake ‘Little All American,’ the
tual respect has been the key
scope of making it is just start while I played at Lawrence.
ing to hit m e.”
P layers such as Dick Witte,
Chuck is a psychology m ajor
Steve Figi, and Dave Mielke
in pre medicine. He is an ex have been great to play with.”
cellent student in addition to
This year alone Chuck passed
football player who has compiled
and ran for a combined total of
a 2.4 cumulative average in his
1772 yards behind the blocks of
first three years. He is also a
these and other players.
m em ber of Phi Delta The ta fra
Chuck also thought that school
ternity where he is presently the
support had been just terrific
scholarship chairman.
the last couple of years. Both
In the spring Chuck competes
the students and the professors
in track in which he is one of
took a keen interest in this
the outstanding hurdlers, sprint year’s team. Chuck’s only regret
ers, long jumpers and high jump
was that he could not play on
ers in the conference.
next y ear’s team.
Chuck is not the first Lawrence
L ast y ear’s first team “Little
football player to receive this
All American” quarterback, Don
honor; there have been five
Horn of San Diego State, was
others in addition to Chuck’s
drafted on the first round by
team m ate Gary Hietpas. TTiey
the Green Bay Packers. When
are Claude Radtke, a first team
asked about his feelings in re 
choice in 1949; Bruce Bigfoird, a
gard to playing pro football
second team choice in 1952; Sal
Chuck said, “At this point I don’t
Cianciola, a second team choice
want to. I would rath er do some
in both 1953 and 1954, and Joe
thing else, specifically go on to
Lam ers and Cary Wickland who
m edical school and eventually
were given honorable mention in
enter medicine.”
1960 and 1961 respectively.
Next year Chuck plans to pur
Athletic Director Bemie Hessue his goal of medicine by en
elton felt it was difficult to com
rolling in graduate school. His
pare Chuck with the boys who
have made it in the past at Law presence will indeed be missed
on the gridiron next year, but
rence.
He did say however,
he thinks that next y ear’s team
“Chuck is definitely the greatest
will be at least as strong. We
all-around quarterback we have
can only hope Chuck is as good
ever had.”
a prophet as he is a football
Coach
Roberts
was
both
player.
pleased and surprised at Chuck’s

Lau rence University was aw ard
ed the distinction of having two
of its athletes selected to ‘Lit
tle All American” football team
In addition to Chuck McKee, Gary
Hietpas was chosen as an honor
able mention selection at line
backer.
When asked how he felt about
the honor Hietpas said, “Being
chosen honorable mention ‘Lit
tle All American’ is obviously the
greatest thrill of my athletic car
eer.” He has performed except
ionally throughout his four years
at Lawrence and this is a fitting
compliment for so fine an athlete.
Hietpas is a history m ajor and
a m em ber of Phi Delta Theta
fraternity. In addition to play
ing football, Gary is the catcher
on the baseball team and was last
y ear’s captain.
Hietpas, like his team m ate Mc
Kee, joins the ranks of the elect
at Lawrence. There have been
only five players to attain this
distinction previously. The fact
that two players were chosen this
year is indeed a tribute to the
fine team sported by the Midwest
Conference champion Vikings.
The team spirit and effort were
regarded by Hietpas as very in-

Dormitory Council
Rules on Infraction
In an action this week by the
Trever house council, a Trever
resident was placed on disciplin
ary probation for the rem ainder
of the school year and denied
Sunday visitation privileges un
til third term , it was learned by
the Lawrentian this week.
The student had been charged
with having an unauthorized fe
m ale guest in his room, a t a
time not designated by the Uni
versity for visitation, and with
having the door closed and the
lights off.
Rich Bush, president of the
body which found the accused
guilty at first offered a terse
“ No comment” which he subse
quently modified to “Our deci
sion was m ade on the constitu
tional prem ise that we had sole
jurisdiction in this area unless
the defendant chose to appeal
the case to the D ean of Men.”
Bush also said th a t he had no
idea w hat the reaction of the
Deans’ office would be to the
house council decision. In the
past, transgressors of the rule
involved have been suspended
from school for a t least the per
iod of a term .

strum ental in his selection. “ There
are m any people to whom I am
indebted, t’ie most important be
ing m y team m ates. M.-ny of them
do not receive the reoogn:t'on
that they deserve but I rca’ize
that without them I could not have
won this honor.”
Coach Roberts felt that the se
lection of two players to the team
was rem arkable considering the
size and academic caliber of Law
rence. He pointed out that many
of the “sm all” schools which w ere
on the list were about 15,000 in
total enrollment, and that they
put a great deal of emphasis on
athletics and football in particu
lar.
Roberts said, “ All through the
season I tried to show the boys
that when everyone gives 100%
all the time this is w hat happens.”
He also felt that this kind of rec
ognition is great for th e school
and the conference.
Next year Hietpas hopes to en
ter the Peace Corps. It goes with
out saying that his presence will
be missed backing up the defen
sive line. If he can stay awake
long enough to graduate, he might
be T asm ania’s answer to Vance
Lombardi

MODEL U.N.
There will be a meeting at
3:30 p.m. Sunday, December
3, in the Riverview lounge for
'any persons interested in be
ing Model U.N. delegates to
the University of Minnesota
April 6-10, where Lawrence
will represent the USSR and
the UAR. There may also be
a delegation to the University
of Wisconsin. Tliere are 20
possible positions.

posai not to go through second
term rush with the other soror
ities, but instead to press for a
change in the recommendation
system at the Theta sum m er con
vention scheduled for Mackinaw.
Michigan.
At a meeting on Monday, Nov
em ber 20th, attended by five al
umni, the rush proposal was re
jected. The meeting was a highly
emotional affair in which the di
vision within the group became
apparent.
On Monday, November 27th, the
Thetas held another meeting fre
quently accented with tears and
-sobbing. At this meeting the 23
drafted individual deactivation
petitions. The petitions were read
aloud and unanimously approv
ed by the 19 remaining Thetas.
Reasons frequently expressed
for the deactivation included: 1.
disillusionment with the recommen'btioM fystom. 2. a national
philosophy which is morally
wrong because of its discrim ina
tory nature. 3. a feelir^ that the
national group had little under
standing for the individual prob
lems of the Lawrence chapter.
Many of the sisters saw only
two choices before them. They
could defy the national and pledge
as they wanted to, on the hope
that the executive board of the
sorority would change the dis
crim inatory rules. Or they could
deactivate. In the light of the
hypocrisy displayed by the na
tional on the subject, and since
repeated attem pts at reform
since 1961 had proven unsuccess
ful, the 23 chose deactivation
The remaining m em bers of the
sorority feel that there is still
a slight chance of legislating re 
form m easures through a nation
al convention, and they intend, at
least at this time, to work toward
such a reformation. The Grand
National Council is scheduled to
meet in February.
Mrs. Virginia Edwards, na
tional president, and Mrs. Elean
or C. Hunt, national vice presi
dent, are scheduled to m eet with
the Thetas this Sunday. They
will arrive around noon, and de
p art at five.
Such a m ass deactivation is
unprecedented at I^awrence. It
presumes that those deactivating
will never again be perm itted to
join a national sorority. Plans
have not yet been formalized
among the 23 for the establish
m ent of any kind of local group.

FINAL EXAMINATIONS, TERM I, 1967-68
Friday, December 8—
8:30 a.m . Classes meeting a t 8:30 T T S except Chemistry 7,
which has been scheduled for Saturday morning, Decem
ber 9; Economics 45, Government 22, Philosophy 21,
Philosophy 30, Slavic 12, Slavic 22, Slavic 33
1:30 p.m. Classes meeting at 11:10 M W F; M athematics 13A
Saturday, December 9—
8:30 a.m. Classes meeting at 1:30 M W F ; Chemistry 7
1:30 p.m. Classes meeting at 9:50 M W F ; Music 24
Monday, December 11—
8:30 a.m. Classes meeting a t 9:50 T T S
1:00 p.m. Classes meeting a t 1:30 T T; History 32. Note 1:00
starting time, to accommodate students who will be tak
ing their last exam and can, starting a t this hour, catch
an earlier bus, train, or automobile.
Tuesday, December 12—
8:30 a jn . Classes meeting a t 8:30 M W F ; Slavic 11

Senate Denies Streater and Fugs;
Chambers Defends Leader’s Role
At its last meeting of the term ,
the Student Senate discussed Jim
S treater’s request for an addition
of $500 to the Speakers Forum
budget. He would use the money
to m ake possible the appearance
of the Fugs, a singing group from
New York, with speaker Allen
Ginsberg in February. Also, Andy
Saxe presented a motion to con
demn the president of Student
Senate for his actions which led
him to disciplinary probation. The
motion was defeated.
Allen Ginsberg is contracted to
speak on February 28, and
Sreater stated that with $500 more
it would be possible to contract the
Fugs to appear with him. S treater
would also charge one dollar ad
mission and- hopefully, the ap
pearance would be off campus
and beer would be sold to raise
still more money.
Jake Stockinger made a motion
to withdraw the needed $500 from
the general fund of the Senate.
Several people stressed the im
portance of a Ginsberg - Fugs
Experience” in Appleton, but af
ter much discussion, the motion
failed.
Steve Ponto, treasurer of the
Senate, reported a $100 surplus
in the budget of last year’s
Homecoming Committee, and es
timated that last year's Ariel sur
plus might be $1100. Craig Har
ris’s motion to allocate the Home
coming Committee surplus to
Speakers Forum passed, but his
motion to add any money avail
able from the Ariel surplus failed
15-16.
It has been decided that Tropos
will receive a portion of the Ariel
surplus, and Jane Paulson re-
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quested that if Senate is allowed
to use any more of the surplus, it
should go to this y ear’s Ariel.
This prompted some discussion
on the relative m erits of the Ariel
and a Fugs concert.
Several m ore motions were
made to manipulate budgets so
that Streater could obtain the rest
of the $500, but they all failed.
One motion to take $400 from the
current Speakers Forum budget
to be used specifically for the
Fugs concert w as ruled out of
order as Speakers Forum is an
autonomous organization and uses
its money as it sees fit.
Streater finally stated that he
will attem pt to obtain the needed
funds from other sources. As he
is personally responsible for any
deficit in his budget at the end
of the year, he will not attem pt
to contract the Fugs without suf
ficient backing.
In other business, Andy Saxe
moved that the Senate formally
condemn the Senate President for
his participation in a dem onstra
tion which led him to disciplinary
probation. Saxe stated that he
personally “hated to do this.
After Stockinger spoke briefly
about a person’s individuality,
whether or not a Senate officer.
David Chambers, president of
the Senate, took the floor and
spoke to the isaje.
Chambers began by say’.ng
that this problem is relevant to
Senators as a whole. He said that
when he was elected, people un
derstood his feelings on contro
versial issues, and that he decid
ed that he would not let the elec
tion curtail him from expressing
his opinions as an individual
He felt that he might have fail
ed in his role as a “bitching post
for the student body, but that
just as the Senate President m ust
listen to the students, he must
also attem pt to lead them. He
told the Senators that if they feel
he leads too far in one direction,
and that this is a bad thing, they
have the power of impeachment.
He stated that he had expected
some sort of complaint for his
actions but that in fact, he would
have enjoyed an impeatohment
motion “ much more thoroughly.
Finally, he said th at a restric
tion or a condemnation would be
out of order here and that he
would not be affected by one. He
said that the only value of such
a motion is that it might incur
a motion of impeachment.

CLEAN YOUR CLOTHES for the
HOLIDAYS at

Norge Village Dry Cleaning
*
*

Only $2 for 8 lb. Load
Up to 75r/ ( Savings
Little or No Ironing Needed
even for men’s pants

10 sweaters — 3 men’s suits — 3 ladies’ suits — 9 trousers or
slacks — 9 dresses — 2 blankets — 3 average drape panels.
We will help you pleat your drapes. 45 MINUTE SERVICE.

NORGE V I L L A G E
728 W. Wis. Ave., Appleton; Open 7-9 pm (No dry cleaning Sun.)
Next to Red Owl Parking Lot on West Side
RE 4-8813

In old business, Ponto reported
for the J-Board that it was in
favor of adding a non-voting
freshman to the Board in the
second term who could vote in
the event of a voting m em ber’s
absence. J-Board also suggested
that members be elected to a
two year term with staggered
elections. The first suggestion
passed the Senate unanimously,
the second failed.
E arlier in the meeting, Cham
bers announced that there have
not been enough petitions filed
for the President’s Committee.
H arris moved to suggest to P res
ident T arr that regular open
meetings of T arr with the stu
dent body be substituted for the
President's Committee in the
Senate By-laws. The motion car
ried 32-1.

Beloit Sculpture
At Art Center
An exhibition of more than 40
sculptures by four faculty m em 
bers at Beloit College is on dis
play at the a rt center until De
cember 12.
Artists represented are F rank
lin Boggs, who is showing small
cast reliefs in cement and gravel,
along with photographs of larg
er panels he has done for build
ing facades; George Garner, who
uses found objects and epoxy as
well as welded copper and steel;
Arnold D. Popinsky. who em 
ploys welded m etal; and O. V.
Shaffer, who is displaying both
cast and welded m etal pieces.
Among the photos of Boggs’
work done for architectural
projects are a large pre-cast
panel done with hand-selected
local gravel for the Janesville
Vocational School, the entire fa
cade of Cancer Research Build•ing at the University of Wiscon
sin. and a panel done for the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. of sand and am berlite
quartz with sgraffito line.
G am er’s works fall into two
subject - categories: there is a
group of table-top-arrangements
of found objects and epoxy b ear
ing such titles as “Dinner Ta
ble.” “ Breakfast Table.” “ Sew
ing Table.” "Work Table” and
“ Ironing Table;” and there is
a group of carcicatures of war
machinery — “Cannon,” “Cannon
Houses.”
“ Bomber,”
“ Je t,”
“ Air Trophy,” which combine
found objects with welding. The
table - top
arrangem ents
are
m eant to be hung, not viewed
from a conventional angle.
Popinsky’s welded pieces fre
quently contain spherical forms,
and bear titles such as “ Ellip
tical Totem,” “Metamorphic Me
lange.” “ Baroque Movement,”
“ Passion Flower,” and “Way
ward Halo.”
O.
V. Shaffer suggests natural
forms for his welded bronze and
brazed steel sculptures, titled
“ Eroica,” “Joseph’s C o a t,”
“ Mask,” “ Genesis,” “ Encoun
te r,” “ Adam and Eve," “F rag 
ment Girl,” “Ganymede’s Ab
ductor.” “ Group Visitation,” and
“ Standing Bird.”
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RENE1TA ART CENTRE
The center for all your art supplies, picture framing and gifts
of art.
646-608 N. LAWE

Phone 734-3272
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The finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP.
I 2~.

Send check o r m oney o rder. Be
a u ra to includa your Zip Code. No
p o e ta re o r handling charges. Add
aalaa ta x .
Prompt shipment. Satisfaction Caarantaed
T N I M O P P C O .
P . O . B a i 18673 Lanai Square Station
ATLANTA, 6A .. 3032«

T H E B E L O IT S C U L P T U R E exhibit now on display in
the W orcester Art Center features this piece by Arnold D.
Popinsky entitled “Elliptical T otem ” which sells for $350.
All the works in the show were clone by faculty members of
Beloit College in Beloit, W isconsin.

Faculty Supporters To Aid
Senator Nelson Re-election
The Outagamie County Citizens
for Gaylord Nelson Committee
draws many of its active mem
bers from the Lawrence campus,
according to Lawrence Longley,
Instructor in Government, and
chairm an of the committee.
“ Most of the faculty is involved
with, or at least enthusiastic
about, the committee which is
working for the re-election of
Senator Nelson,” Longley said.
He stated, “ It is im portant to
mention that there is no political
party affiliation here. Although
Nelson is a Democrat, we draw
support from every phase of the
community, notably from the Re
publican businessmen.”
The committee includes sever
al subcommittees ". . . for Nel
son” including such prefixes as
educators, conservationists, la
borers, businessmen, professional
people,
farm ers
and
youth.
Among the several faculty and
staff who are working very close,
ly with these subcommittees are
Francis L. Broderick, dean of
Lawrence and Downer Colleges,
Edward Wall, director of ad
missions, and Peter Fritzell, as
sistant professor of English.
When asked why the group sup
ports Nelson, Longley replied,
“ Gaylord Nelson is concerned
with problems. He looks ahead
to issues while they are young
and have not had time to de
velop. He has worked toward
legislation in the areas of land
development in Viet Nam, tire
safety and high prices of pre
scription drugs. He has always
been popular in academic circles.
He has talked at the Union
twice in the last year and is
around the campus quite a bit.”
The committee’s activities in-

For Distinctive
Merchandise

Treasure Box
Gift Shop •
W e welcome you to come in,
browse around.

313 E. College Ave.

elude arranging appearances for
Nelson, recruiting people for the
campaign and fund raising.
“ It will be a very hard cam 
paign,” Longley noted. "If Gov
ernor Knowles decides to run,
Nelson will be rated the under
dog. Needless to say. it looks like
a bad year for the Democrats.
That is why we want to begin
our campaign early. There is an
early need for funds especially
since this is a presidential elec
tion year. So far, we are the only
developed campaign in the coun
ty.”

Venderbush Talks
On Disciplinary Pro
In a recent interview with the
Lawrentian, Kenneth R. Vender
bush. dean of men, clarified the
meaning and explained some of
the ramifications of “disciplin
ary probation.” The punishment
was recently imposed upon six
students who participated in an
obstructing
demonstration
on
Tuesday, November 7.
Venderbush emphasized that
there is a difference between
dem onstrating and illegal protest,
but the university can not tol
erate extralegal activities th at
interfere with the rights of
others,” he explained.
The term “disciplinary proba
tion” is national in its employ
ment, although interpretation and
implementation v a r i e s from
school to school. At Lawrence,
disciplinary probation’s greatest
effect is to add an increased
m easure of seriousness to any
subsequent social violation.
The dean defined disciplinary
probation as being the most se
vere penalty the university m ay
impose short of dism issal and
suspension. The m easure pro
vides, according to Venderbush,
an educational impetus to the
student who finds himself at odds
with the university.
Disciplinary probation is not
noted on the student’s official
record as kept by the university.
However, a copy of the letter is
put in the student’s file simply
because it is an “easy method
of filing.”

Pan-hel Petition A y proved

Sorority Dissatisfaction Triggers
The Postponement of Formal Rush
All six Lawrence sororities and
the Committee on Administra
tion unanimously approved a
petition to postpone sorority
rush from January 7-9 to March
28-31.
The Panhellenic Council pre
sented the petition to the Com
m ittee on Ad because of the “gen
eral feeling of discontent” which
has arisen within the system.
The three reasons for the nec
essity of postponing rush as pre
sented in the petition are:
(1) ‘‘Sororities are not p re
pared to go through rush at this
time. By having rush in Janu
ary sororities and individuals
would be forced to make pre
m ature decisions.
(2) “Sororities do not want to
pledge any freshmen until each
individual sorority knows where
it stands on the issues under con
sideration.
(3) “Some sororities are con
sidering going local and there
fore Pan-hel needs tim e to work
out the legal technicalities in
volved.”
Sororal Issues
Issues involved include local
sororities versus national sorori
ties, the advantages and disad
vantages of each; local autonomy
in membership selection (recom
mendation system ); value of
sororities, the function of sorori
ties at Lawrence; the function
of Pan-hel; inter-sorority rela
tionships; sorority rush struc
ture, revision and/or simplifica
tion.
Discontent within the sorority
system becam e apparent fol
lowing a Panhellenic discussion
which was held Tuesday.
The problem of the national
versus local groups cam e to
a head this week with the de
activation of 23 mem bers of
Kappa Alpha Theta when a dis
agreem ent concerning the recom 
mendation system could not be
resolved with the national or
ganization.
Other sororities are also ex
periencing varying degrees of
discontent with their national af
filiation, but are not, according
to Pan-hel president Bonnie
Wendt, ready to declare what
their standing is.
When asked why the problems
in this area have become so
acute this year, Miss Wendt said
they have been “culminating

Library Survey
To Aid Planning
In the interest of improving
its efficiencey and service, the li
brary will hold a survey Tuesday,
December 5. The survey will
consist of a form which a person
will be requested to fill out every
time he enters the library on
that day.
The form is in five sections:
reasons for coming to the library,
m aterials used in the library,
status listing (student, faculty or
staff), suggestions for added
services the library can offer,
and suggestions for changes to
be m ade in services presently
offered.
The results of the survey will
be compiled by the library pro
fessional staff over the Christ
m as holidays and the results for
warded tentatively to the Library
Committee for their considera
tion. It is hoped that the results
will give an insight into such
areas as ways to improve li
b rary rules, particularly the fine
system, and future planning of
staff to deal with the most heav
ily used sections of the library.

every y ear” and th at sorority
mem bers working closely with
their national organizations “ are
beginning to realize that they
are not getting anywhere with
their nationals.”
Discussion within Pan-hel con
cerning the problem has become
more frequent because of the
Committe
on Administration’s
demand for statem ents from na
tional organizations regarding
discrimination.
National Cooperation
Miss Wendt stated th at “ Na
tional cooperation is a key; na
tionals must be aw are of and
keep in touch with the attitudes
of youth, and be willing to co
operate at least to a degree.”
The consequences of rush post
ponement are, according to Miss
Wendt, that because of the reevaluation taking place second
term , “Lawrence will have a
Panhellenic system that knows
exactly what its purpose and
function are; and sororities will
be united in a common social
and personal purpose.”
She emphasized her belief that
“the Pan-hel system will be one
which no longer ignores criti
cism, but tries to work con
structively to get the ‘bugs’ out
of the present system.”
She expressed confidence that
the Panhellenic system at Law
rence will survive with the help
of the m any women who are in
terested in perpetuating it, de
spite the possibility of some
chapters going local.
She added that for the first
tim e Lawrence sororities will
have freshm an pledge classes
who do not need to be “sold”
during rush, but who will join
groups knowing full well the
values, problems, and responsi
bilities involved.
M embers of the Committee on

Chaney Announces
Library Changes
William A. Chaney, professor
of history and chairm an of the
library committee, announced a
number of procedural changes in
the library which will go into ef
fect this week.
These changes all involve a
liberalization and extension of
library procedures. They include:
(1) The reserve book policy will
be changed at the opening of
Term II to a two-hour reserve.
This will allow wider and fairer
use of books on reserve by pre
venting one student from mono
polizing a book for much of a day.
A waiting list wall be provided,
and a book can be renewed, of
course, if no one is waiting for
that particular book.
(2) Periodicals can now be plac
ed on reserve. Unlike other re
serve books, however, they can
not be taken out overnight, but
the two-hour reserv e system
should allow for ample use.
(3> Inter-library loan privileges
have been extended to all upper
classmen with serious motivations
for their requests.
(4) The request made in earlier
years that faculty (particularly in
some fields) turn in book orders
for library purchase by October
31st is cancelled. All faculty m em 
bers should feel free to send re
quests for book purchases to the
Librarian, Professor Peterson, at
any time. Also multiple copies of
essential books m ay now be re
quested.
(5) The Library will be open
Friday night before examinations
until midnight.

Ad are “ completely in sym pa
thy” with the action of Pan-hel,
according to Miss Wendt.
M ary Morton, do*m of women,
also expressed the support of
faculty and adm inistration for
the sororities’ effort in an inter
view with the Lawrentian this
week.
She said she was “delighted”
with the decision to postpone
formal rush until third term .
When asked how the adminis
tration might respond to a sor
ority going local, Miss Morton
suggested th at these decisions
would be m ade by a “higher
authority” than the Committee
on Administration, but d ie felt
that a local Greek group would
simply petition to the Commit
tee on Ad for recognition like any
other campus organization.
Noting the recent upsurge of
debate on sororities and the
postponement of rush.
Miss
Morton stated th at she fe d s
there will be a “ really thoughtful
evaluation of the role of sor
orities on this cam pus.”

Gassic Department
Plans Carol Service
A Latin carol service will be
sponsored by the classics depart
m ent of Lawrence University at
10 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 6, in
Memorial Chapel, open to both
cam pus and community.
The Lawrence Concert Choir,
directed by Karle Erickson will
perform “Todie, Christus Natus
E st,” by Healy Willan and ”0
Magnum M ysterium,” by Tomas
Luis de Victoria.
Readings “ sacred and profane"
will be offered by Miss Dorothea
Harvey of the religion depart
ment, who will read from Isaiah
in Hebrew; E. G raham Waring
of the religion departm ent, who
will read from John in Greek;
Francis L. Broderick, dean of
Lawrence and Downer Colleges,
who will read from the Gospel
according to St. Luke in Church
Latin; and Daniel Amaud of the
classics departm ent, who will
read Virgil.
Mlrs. J. Bruce
Brackenridge, classics, will con
duct the service.
LaVahn Maesch, dean of the
conservatory of music, will be .at
the organ to accompany Latin
hymns by the audience. One of
the hymns, “ Good King Wenceslaus” will be sung antiphonally
between audience, choir and two
soloists, Mary Lee Huber, so
prano, and Frederick Schuetze,
baritone.

Moody To Talk
About Satanism
The first Science Colloquium
next term will be given by E d
ward J. Moody, instructor in an
thropology. He will talk on “Sa
tanic Therapy: A PsychologicalAnthropological
Approach
to
W itchcraft in Modern America”
on Tuesday, January 9, 1968, at
4 p.m. in room 161 of Youngchild
Hall.
Coffee will be served at 4, prior
to the speech.
Anyone who is interested is in
vited to attend.
FRESHMAN STUDIES
LECTURE-DEMONSTRATION
Clyde Duncan, professor of
music, will give a lecturedemonstration on “Music and
Imagination” at 9:50 p.m.,
Tuesday, November 28 and
Thursday, November 30 in
Stangbury Theatre.

L E S L E Y O P E L , former president of Lawrence’s chapter
of Kappa Alpha Theta, explained that the reason for the de
activations of 23 members of the sorority was opposition
to the “no” recommendation policy. She feels the national
has been unresponsive to attem pts to update the system
which is, in effect, discrimination.

Ad Hoc Committee to Study
University Rules On Drugs
The Student Senate this year
has formed an ad hoc committee
to study the problem of drugs on
campus and to recommend pos
sible legislation to the adm inistra
tion on the problem.
Although the com mittee is still
in the form ative stage, the Law
rentian learned m an interview
with David Chambers, president
of the Student Senate, its pur*
poses have already been well-de
fined.
The committee will be composed
of both student and faculty, but
final membership has not been de
cided. R is hoped the presence
of faculty will gain m ore respect
for the com mittee from both the
administration and the student
body.
Two Objectives
Two basic objectives have been
given to the committee, Cham
bers said. The first is to do exten
sive research into the composition
and effects of all drugs which
Lawrence students may come into
contact with, and to compose and
publish a pamphlet stating its
findings.
This aspect of the com mittee is
merely fact-finding, designed to
acquaint everyone with the ac
tual facts concerning most drugs.
The reason for this. Chambers
said, was that “most Lawrence
students are quite naive about the
use and effect of drugs."
H ie second purpose is to study
the problem, and offer a recom
mendation to the adm inistration
concerning a perm anent decision
as to the school’s position on drug
usage by students.
Dean’s Memo
At present, the school’s policy
is stated in a memo from Dean
Broderick to President T arr writ
ten last year a s an interim posi
tion and as a basis for discussion
leading to a perm anent decision.
Chambers stated that he per
sonally considered the memo too
harsh, particularly the fact that
it conceded the possibility that
“ in cases of extrem e gravity” dis
missal may be w arranted.
The idea for this committee be
gan last year when Chambers and
Charles A. Judge, Assistant Dean
of men, attended a conference of
the National Association of Stu
dent Personnel Administrators
(NASPA) which -was concerned
with the drug problem.

Chambers returned with the
feeling tliat the Broderick memo
was too severe and Judge sug
gested that a student-faculty com
m ittee be formed.

-CALENDARFriday, December 1—
Delta Gamm a Bazaar, Union,
6:30 • 10:30 p.m.
Film Classics: “ Animated Shorts
Festival,” Youngchild 161,
7 p.mSaturday, December 2—
Film Classics: “ Animated Shorts
Festival’’ and “ The Bicycle
Thief,” Youngchild 161, 7
p.m.
Basketball—Milton 7:30 p.m.
Phi Delta Theta Closed Party.
Penmngs, 8:15-12:15
Sunday, December 3—
Speakers’ Forum: Panel dis
cussion on “ Demonstrations—
Madison,” with five demon
strators and five sociologists'
Union lounge, 3-5:30 p.m.
Film Classics: “ The Bicycle
Thief,” Stansbury, 7 p.m
Messiah, Chapel 7:30 p.m.
Monday. December 4—
Artist series—Susan Starr,
pianist; Chapel, 8 p.m .
Tuesday, December 5—
F irst term classes end
Student recital, Harper Hall,
3 p.m.
Wednesday, December 6—
Christmas Carols and reading
program, Choir, Chapel, 10
p.m
Friday, December 8—
F irst term examinations begin

Theatre Schedules
*Merchant’ Audition
Auditions for parts in the Law
rence T heatre’s winter term m a
jor production,
Shakespeare’s
“ Merchant of Venice,” will be
held in Stansbury T heatre J a n 
uary 4-7. Appointments m ay also
be made for individuaul audi
tions with English director H ar
old Kasket who is staging Shake
speare’s comedy.
The production, which prom 
ises to be a lavish one, wiH be
presented in Stansbury T heatre
February 20-25.
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No Equivocation
The Lawrentian finds encouraging the recent efforts of
sororities, particularly Kappa Alpha Theta, in confronting
the frequent bigotry and high-handedness of their nationals.
W hile we commend the dissident sisters of Kappa A l
pha Theta for their uncompromising stand on the hypo
crisy of the national group, the women who have remained
affiliated with T heta’s Apha Psi chapter will still have to
face the question of sorority racial discrimination before
deferred formal rush at the beginning of third term.
W e encourage all the sororities to continue to bring the
issue of discrimination as well as all other probems of na
tional affiliation to the fore this term and next, in order to
clarify the possible role of the sorority in the U niversity
com munity.

Student Guide
Organized student evaluation of courses and teachers
will make a significant contribution to Lawrence. The
potential benefits of such an evaluation are most obviously
in the areas of student choice of courses and teachers and
in the improvement of the classroom education students
receive at Lawrence.
The students guide project now underway represents
an effort to focus student ideas and opinions into con
structive channels. It is a difficult and som ewhat contro
versial project, but one that offers the possibility of being
a major contribution to Lawrence.
Much of the success of a project of this nature rests
with students. All students should support this effort with
full cooperation and participation.
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Letters to the Editor must be typed double-spaced, kept as short as possi
ble and submitted to the Lawrentian office no later than 7 p.m. Wednes
day evening. A ll letters thus submitted and neither libelous nor in bad
taste will receive publication. The Lawrentian reserves the right to make
stylistic changes and to excerpt in order to facilitate printing, without
changing editorial content. A ll letters must be signed but names may be
withheld from publication for sufficient cause.
To the Editor:
This year it is even more evi
dent that Lawrence is caught in
the grip of two powerful and op
posing forces. The force of stag
nation is best illustrated by the
“ in loco parentis” attitude. Loy
alty oaths to dorm visitation
rules and proctors arm ed with
light m eters, rulers and tennis
shoes are degrading to Lawrence
as an educational institution.
The force of growth is demon
strated by the sense of social re
sponsibility shown by the Mil
waukee m arches and by the ini
tiative reflected in the tutoring
program and the new enrollment
poKcy.
Perhaps the factor which will
tip the balance in favor of prog
ress will be The Boennigheim
colony. I say colony, for that
is what it is; an experim ental
community of explorers separat
ed from the m other cam pus and
able to develop its own distinc
tive style within the framework
of the Lawrence ideal.
The ideal is stated in the col
lege catalogue, in convocations
and in almost all official rhet
oric. It is simply “the commun
ity of scholars.” Students and
faculty share the common goals
to pursue and transfer knowl
edge, to sharpen the intellect,
and to improve society. Boennigheim is working out a close
approximation of such an edu
cational community. Not bound
by all of the traditions and pat
terns of the Appleton campus we
could be more objective in the
pursuit of this goal.
One of the first patterns to be
altered was the sharp distinction
between the students and the
faculty. Here the relationship is
of an apprentice type. As a
result there is a more spontane
ous and lively academic at
mosphere. The learning process
is not confined to a particular
classroom for seventy minutes
three times a week, but rath er
penetrates the entire community.
We w ere 43 in number and
Lawrence is 1239, and so of
course it was easier to estab
lish such an educational com
munity, but the general ideas
are still applicable to the Ap
pleton campus. Lawrence can
realize the goals it has set as
a small liberal arts college, but
it must abandon its desire to
perpetuate nineteenth century a t
titudes in its twenieth century
students.
There are 43 of us who know
that such an educational com
munity can work and more will
soon follow. To quote a friend,
“ How are you going to keep ’em
down on the farm ?”
GREG MALONEY
Schloss Boennigheim
To the Editor:
This past week has witnessed
a m ajor upheaval in the sorority
system at Laurence. When it be
gan, many were concerned with
possible negative results. It is.
however, through the concern
and cooperation of the sorority
women as a whole, the faculty,
counselors, and the Lawrentian
staff that we have been able to
initiate plans for a positive eval
uation and revision of our panhellenic system.
In the past we have witnessed
many legitimate complaints re
garding Lawrence sororities. The
fact that people are now willing
to turn negative comments into
constructive criticism and re
form is laudable It is my belief
that our panhellenic system has
now been given a chance to be

come a truly sound unit.
Every sorority m em ber will be
giving a great deal of thought as
to her position within the system.
Panhellenic is intent on changing,
as best it can, any faults brought
to its attention. It is my hope
that through this sincere evalua
tion and revision, the system will
be openly understood and recog
nized for its inherent worth to
both its m em bers and the Law
rence campus.
The freshmen who elect to
pledge a sorority third term will
be aware of all that is involved
in such membership, and will be
willing to help promote and per
petuate our system. In addition,
sororities will have shown their
general concern and their lack
of apathy for the Lawrence com
munity and their own organiza
tions.
The next term will be one of
many decisions for all sorority
women. However, there are no
apparent reasons to postpone any
of the scheduled Greek social
events, such as pledge formáis.
Such a postponement would be
unfair to the fraternities involv
ed, as the postponement of sor
ority rush is solely a panhellenic
concern.
In dosing, I would like to
thank all of the sorority women
for their unanimous approval of
the postponement of rush. Var
ious sororities are already taking
advantage of this extra term .
Representatives of national and
local sororities have been invited
to our campus; other rush sys
tems are being reviewed and fac
ulty m em bers are being asked
to speak out on the sorority sys
tem and its value to the Law
rence community.
The depth with which this sit
uation is being reviewed cannot
help but precipitatate a total un
derstanding of the responsibili
ties, benefits, faults, and princi
ples of the Lawrence Panhellenic
system.
In any worthwhile organization
could a comparable understanding
on the part of its members do
less than profit that sam e organi
zation?
BONNIE WENDT
President Panhellenic
Council

To the Editor:
In the spirit of dialogue I com
m ent on Mark Catron’s article
concerning the draft in last week’s
Lawrentian. Mr. Catron seem
ed m ore intent on attacking the
personalities involved in the pro
tests at Lawrence than in deal
ing with the issues at hand. I
really do not know how Mr.
Catron could know th at the dem
onstrators “ dem onstrate for per
sonal satisfaction” or th at “ they
assume everything is clear cut,
black or white.” What is at
issue is whether the draft is
good or bad and whether the
demonstrations are good or bad,
NOT whether a group of indi
viduals is sincere, ill-informed
or anything else.
I take issue with Mr. Catron s
charge that letter writing, etc.,
may be more effective than tech
niques like demonstrations. One
need only look as far as last
June to see that the Congress
is not interested in seriously dis
cussing the problems of the
draft.
Certainly if letters would do
the trick there would be no dem
onstrations. It is quite simply
that the “ norm al” channels for
communication with the govern
ment are inoperative.
A most uncritical attitude to
wards the traditions of American
democracy pervades Mr. Ca
tron’s article and most of the
discussion of the demonstrations.
Take a brief look at the history
of the labor movement and many
precedents for obstruction and
even violence appear.
When the traditional methods
of dissent fail new ones m ust be
found. As the Declaration of In
dependence notes: when a regim e
becomes intolerable the people
are within their rights as human
beings to overthrow the regime.
Finally there is often a discrep
ancy between a legal act and a
right act.
I,
too, wish to take issue with
the dem onstrators for they have
failed to accomplish much of
anything. Those who dem onstrat
ed cannot be so foolish as to
think that your little obstruction
would stop the w ar machine? But
you did not even do that which
is within your reach: create
doubts and begin discussion. No
one took the tim e to write a lit
tle leaflet to explain your actions.
You tried to engage no one in
open debate of the issues; ra th 
e r you perpetuated a little farce
for people to look at as they
drank their coffee — if they
looked at all.
MARK M. ORTON

Going

HOME for the
HOLIDAYS?

do your

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
BEFORE YOU LEAVE
Shop

D ow ntow n Store Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 to 9
Budget Center Open Mon. thru Sat. 10-10; Sun. 12-6
And by the way, have a “M ERRY C H R IS T M A S !”

The Hippie's Night Before Christmas
B y F E L IC IA L A M PO R T
T w as the night before Christmas and all through the pad,
N ot a joint to be seen, not a cap to be had.
W e were lying around looking freaked out and green
In hopes that Saint 1 im would be making the scene.
The communal kids sprawled on communal beds
W hile visions of sugar cubes danced in their heads,
And the chicks and studs in serapes, uptight,
W ere set for a jittery long winter night,
W hen tearing the air as we lay like in shock
Came the ear-searing blast of a fast raga-rock
That rattled the rooftops and bounced off the stars
W ith the heavenly sound of electric sitars.
W e looked through the windows and then looked again,
Convinced that we saw a halucinogen,
For what to our wondering eyes should appear
But a sleigh that was powered by flowered reindeer!
The driver wore Levis and earrings and beads;
There were bells on his toes and the necks of his steeds.
The beat grow ing faster the closer they came,
H e whistled and shouted and called them by name:
“On Ginsberg, McLuhanJ On Leary, Shankar!
W e must turn on those hippies wherever they are!
On John and on G eorge! On Ringo and P a u l!
Get with it, get with it, plug in one and all!”
W e started in chanting and dancing like mad
As he slid down the chimney and into our pad,
But we quickly copped out when we saw who he was
For we recognized him as a nark and a fu z z !
He could tell at a glance that we all were grossed out
But he laughed ’til he shook and exclaimed with a shout.
“You squares can’t you see you ’ve got nothing to dread?
I ’ve been turned on m yself! I ’m a real acid-head!”
The stump of a joint was held tight in this teeth
And the smoke from his roach smelled as sweet as a wreath
As he emptied the sack he had brought on his back
Of packets of acid, of grass and of smack.
And in each of our boots he secreted a cache
Of mantra and ganga and charas and hash
And m oving so fast that his ankle bells rang
He topped it all off with cannabis and bhang.
Then he said, “H ere’s a flash that I ’m bringing you hot:
For Christmas the Feds plan to legalize pot!
And laying a finger aside of his nose
He sw allowed a tab: up the chimney he rose.
W hile his reindeer shot crystal he sprang to his sleigh;
In a trice they were all flashing hi^li and away
But I heard him exclaim through the weed on his lip,
“ Happy Christmas to all and to all a Good Trip.”

FILM

LAWRENCE BALLET
The Makaroff School of
Ballet announces tryouts for
“ Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs” which will be pre
sented May 25 and 26, for 2:00
p.m. Sunday, January 7 and
at 7:00 p.m., on Tuesday, Ja n 
uary 9 at the Makaroff Stu
dio. Students do not need to
be enrolled in dance to try out
for the ballet.

Get Your Hair
Clipped at

STUDENTS WHO PLAN TO ATTEND BONN1GHE1M,
WINTER-SPRING 1968 SESSION
Philip Anderson
Jam es Barker
Timothy Broetzmann
Diane Choquette
Gerald Coghlan
Elizaebth Coyte
Timothy Dickinson
Denise Dyer
Geoffrey G arrett
Susan Gessner
Theodore Hope
Lon Isaacson
Susan Jason*
Jam es Keeling
G ar Kellom
Myra Krinke
Deborah Lehman
Susan Lewkinek
Lynn Madow
Thomas Maki
Scott Matteson
Roy Meyer

BOARD

By ALLERTON STEELE
Brevity may be the soul of wit,
but film m akers, though they
have not abandoned wit, seem
rarely to have use for its soul. Yet
it is obvious that prolixity is not
the soul of film, for the eight
shorts to be shown Friday m
Youngchild exhibit some of the
most imaginative film footage
available. They vary from two
to fifteen minutes and total slight
ly over an hour, exclusive of time
to change reels.
The titles are "Clay,” ‘‘The
Juggler of Our Lady,” “ P ortrait
of Lydia,” “ A,” “The Critic,”
“ Insects,” “Tlie Pop Show,” and
‘"Hie Great Society.” All but the
last two are animated. The only
loser is “The Juggler and our
Lady,” a trite piece of moralism
fit only for Sunday schools and a
few conservative grandmothers.
H ie rest are consistently good
and for the most part consistently
funny, though “ P ortrait of Lydia”
is not essentially comic. Them ati
cally they are more varied, rang
ing from the utter ridiculousness
of “ Insects” to the simple but
caustic satire on “The G reat So
ciety.”
The potential of this aspect of
the medium is far from realized,
and “ A” presents a good look at
the possibilities. For the better
p art of ten minutes the title letter
persecutes an innocuous and o r
dinary gentleman, and the pity
and frustration this simple c a r
toon character evokes are am az
ing.

Timothy Meyer
John Mojonnier
John Nyman
William Pengelly
Janet Pollock
B arbara Rauh
Jeffrey Riester
M argaret Rosenow
Janine Sagert
P eter Saving
Linda Scalcueci
Paul Schmidt
Mary Ann Small
Karen Spangenberg
Christine Stewart
Thomas Stoerzbach
Jon Torgerson
Janet Veale
Dutie Wilson
Christopher Young

Ä

JIM N O B L E harangues a crowd of Sharecroppers in this
rehearsal scene from “Sons of a London Cutpurse.” The
play, written by F. G. W alsh, and John Mortimer’s “ Lunch
H our” will be presented in the Experimental Theatre this
and tomorrow evening at 7 p.m.

One *Acts and Comedia Play Are
Set for Production Here This Week
By NEIL HILLED
The first plays of the one-act
series to be presented this year
will be staged in the Experim en
tal Theatre this evening and to
morrow evening at 7 p.m.
The plays will be British play
wright John Mortimer’s “ Lunch
Hour,” directed by Beth Con
rad, and “Sons of a London Cutpursc,” directed by Rick Walsh
Walsh’s father is the author of
the second piece.
"Lunch Hour” is a comedy
dealing with the situation which
evolves when a m ale and a fe
m ale office worker decide to
spend their lunch hour in a hotel.
"Sons of a London Cutpurse”
is a dram a about present-day ra 
cial tensions.
F irst Studio, in co-operation
with the theatre departm ent will
present the final play of the term
Monday and Tuesday at 7:30 p.
m. in the Experimental Theatre.
The play will be Carlo Goldino’s
“ Servant of Two M asters,” and
the rollicking production will be
just the thing to relieve pre-exam
jitters.
Dave Chambers, director of
“Servant,” described the style of
the production as “comedia dell’arte with a couple of anachron
isms—like a piano.”

BOB'S BARBER
SHOP

•Spring Term Only

Third Floor Zuelke Building

A

Chambers contrasted comedia
humor with that of Restoration
comedy by saying the form er
elicited “ lusty, busty, baiwdy
laughter,” and the latter, "snick
ers”
"The timing in a play like
Goldoni's must be like that of a
well-oiled clock—but not look like
a well-oiled clock,” Chambers
said. He also explained that
though the humor in "Servant” is
broad, the technique of the actors
must be precise.
"TTie m ain difficulties in this,
and other comedia productions,
are precision and speed,” said
Chambers, explaining that these
qualities were essential to the
bringing-off of the "lazzi,” stock
comedia comic “ stage business.”
Also in keeping with the period
style of the production will be the
play's set (a town square), its mu
sic, procession of actors, and
Chambers’ position as “ co-ordin
ator rather than dictator.”
“ My job in this play is to ac
cept or reject what the actors do
rather than figure out business
for them,” said Chambers. “ An
over-all atmosphere of embullience perm eates this production.
It explodes, it doesn’t just take
place.”

ETO N STA T E BAN K

Member F D IC and V alley Bancorporation
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STUCK FOR A GIFT?
Consider Charlie Brown. . .

Peter Pauper. . .

Y ou’re Out of Your Mind, Charlie Brown! The D evil’s Dictionary
As You Like It, Charlie Brown
Japanese Proverbs
Y ou’ll Flip, Charlie Brown
USSR Humor
Happiness is a Sad Sound
Libertine Lyrics
You Cant W in, Charlie Brown
W isdom of the Korean

Joan Anqluni). . . Gift Editions
For You W ith Love
A Cup of Sun
A Pocketful of Proverbs
Love is a Special W ay of Feeling
Un Ami, C’est Quelqu’un Qui T ’aime

Other /c/eas . . . Stationery . . . Magazine Subscriptions

CONKEYS

'

BOOK

. . .

S T ORE

Committee Scrutinizes Trimester,
W ill Consider Alternate Schemes
A subcommittee of the Com
m ittee on Instruction formed to
investigate President T arr’s pro
posed calendar change examined
the m erits of the present 3-3 sys
tem in its second meeting on
Wednesday of last week.
The m ajor difficulty in the
present system seems to be the
shortness of the term . The term
is designed for approximately 10
weeks and the period between
Jan u ary 3 and June 9 does not
accommodate two 10 week ses
sions with necessary examination
periods and reading days.
This criticism is especially
prevalent from faculty members
in language, literature, and his
tory. Some faculty members a r
gued that quantitatively less m a
terial is being covered in some
courses than would be covered
under a sem ester system. Faculty
m em bers also argue that quality
N IC H O L A S M A R A V O L O , assistant professor of botany of work has diminished. It is
and the present head resident of Plantz Hall, explained his argued that students do not get
view s on the “ Lawrence Community" to a Lawrentian in fully involved in the sort of re
terviewer. Maravoo is a graduate of the U niversity of Chi search necessary to produce
cago, and is in his second year as a professor at Lawrence. first-rate term papers.
Finally, such tight scheduling
perm its little or no time to m ake
up illness or absences. More im
portantly, there is no time for in
tellectual discussions in the class
room dealing with m aterial not
directly p art of the syllabus.
By SCOTT LEWIS
was head resident in Brokaw and
Other criticism s of the pres
this year in Plantz. He feels the
In an interview with the Law
ent 3-3 system mentioned were:
job helps him “ identify with the
rentian, Dr. Nicholas Maravolo,
(1) The inconvenience of fin
campus more quickly.” “ You are
assistant professor of botany and
ishing the year well into the
forced to acquaint yourself with
head resident of Plantz, discussmonth of June.
200 people, their thinking, and
ed his past, his faculty and head
(2) The mechanics of starting
their problem s.”
resident positions, and com ment
and
stopping are encountered 3
Maravolo usually takes one
ed on Lawrence in general.
Maravolo grew up on the south m eal a day at Brokaw and oc tim es per academic year as com
pared to 2 tim es under a semes
casionally at Colman. "TTus is
west side of Chicago and attend
ter program .
a good way to m eet students on
ed the University of Chicago
(3) The seventy minute class
an informal basis,” he m ain
where he obtained a bachelors
period is too long but m ust be
tains,
so
th
at
his
relations
with
degree in biochemistry and two
used entirely if m aterial is to
the students are not "a one way
graduate degrees in botany. He
be covered.
stree
t.”
talked to a representative of the
Faculty response was unani
Commenting on open dorms,
Lawrence science departm ent in
mous in pointing to the advant
Maravolo
thought
that
the
situa
August of 1966, received a job oi
age of a 2 course teaching load.
tion was stalemated. Last year
ler in December of the sam e year,
This is also an incentive to pros
he
"got
the
feeling
that
the
fac
and cam e here in September,
pective faculty members.
ulty was being presented with
1966.
Faculty members also like the
an ultim atum ” on open dorms.
Although he was considering six
convenience of having a term
schools, he chose Lawrence be Unfortunately all this stems from
completed by Christm as thus
the fact that “ student-faculty
cause “ it is a small private
avoiding the short “ lame-duck”
school in a small town.” He w ant comunication on the nonprofes session a t the end of a tradi
sional level here is not where it
ed to "get away from the big
tional sem ester calendar. Others
should be.”
city,” but desired to be close
argued that the quality of their
Students are leaving their prob
enough to a large city “ to take
courses had improved through
lems of social liberalization to
advantage of it ” Moreover, he
innovation inaugurated with the
the few in Student Senate who
felt that Lawrence could offer
3-3 system.
m ay not be respected either “ by
the “high calibre students” he
Student mem bers of the sub
their peers or the faculty.” The
desired to teach, and that he
committee as well as other stu
responsible students on campus
could select his own courses and
dents questioned by them and
need to take up the causes and,
teach them in his own manner.
by the faculty mem bers gave
Maravolo feels, the faculty would
“ Not many people fresh out of
almost unanimous support to the
listen because they a re “ interest present system in comparison to
graduate school have this type
of opportunity,” Maravolo con ed in the development of the stu any system which would require
dents, otherwise they wouldn’t
cedes. alluding to the fact that
that 4 or 5 courses be taken si
be here " In contrast, the gradu multaneously. The specific rea
he cam e to Lawrence only weeks
ate schools are interested in the
after receiving his doctorate.
sons cited were:
Maravolo, who in Chicago act students and their goals on more
(1) They felt a greater intelof a professional academic lev
ed as a teacher’s assistant, says
Lawrence students are “ more re el.
Lawrence, says Maravolo, “ is
sponsible, more interested in the
a happy medium between social,
m aterial” in relation to Chicago
athletic and academic life." He
students who are "brilliant, but
is happy with the new freshman
interested m ore in the grade.”
class, at least those in Plantz
Concerning T arr’s proposals for
who appear to be closely knit and
an expanded science department.
Maravolo hopes that such a pro take a "rational approach to col
gram would not cut science stu lege life and activities." At pres
ent, Maravolo is satisfied with
dents off academically from the
his job as head resident and his
rest of the college. However,
teaching position. In the future,
there is a need for an expanded
he may get involved in more re
science requirement.
search work and perhaps the Na
"Science is not a discipline, it
tional Science Foundation pro
is a way of thinking,” states
gram for high school students
Maravolo, “and it is a misnomer
this summer.
to call it a liberal a rts education
when students can take only two
science courses.” He considers
ARIEL
a four term science requirem ent
Copies of the 1966 and 1967
in two fields and a greater em 
Ariel are available to stu
phasis on fields associated with
dents, faculty, and administra
biology, especially chemistry, as
tion for the price of $4.00 per
practical ideas.
copy. All others may purchase
While at Chicago. Maravolo
the yearbook at a price of
worked as a counselor in under
$5.00 per copy. Contact Mark
CONWAY HOTEL
graduate dorm s; consequently, he
Bruzonsky, Phi Gamma Delta,
734-1061
showed an interest along sim ilar
Ext. 533.
lines at Lawrence. L ast year he

Maravolo Likes Lawrence,
Notes Science, Stu-Fac Gap

lectual accomplishment from be
ing able to concentrate their ef
forts on only three courses.
(2) The exam periods were
much less frustrating. The stu
dents feel less pressured because
they have to prepare for only 3
exams.
(3) With only 3 courses m eet
ing every two days, larger blocks
of study time are available than
if students were meeting 4 or
5 courses every two days.
In addition students approve
of 3 10-week term s per year be
cause:
1. A short term forces quick
attention to their work. There
is less tendency to procrastinate.
2. It is easier to maintain a
strong interest for 10 weeks than
for 14 or 15 weeks.
3. If a student is having a
bad experience — with course or
teacher — he only has to endure
it for 10 weeks.
4. A new start is refreshing
to a student’s attitude. 'Hiree
new starts are preferable to
two.
5. A 3-3 system is a change
of pace from high school.
6. A three term system is
flexible. It perm its students to
change m ajors, if necessary, late
in their college careers and still
be able to complete the neces
sary courses and sequences for
m ajoring in a different field.
Even when change is not in the
picture, the system requiring 36
courses for graduation provides
for a large number of electives
outside one’s major. Any de
crease in the number of courses
required would decrease the
num ber of electives correspond
ingly, and this problem would be
particularly acute in the sci
ences. The problem of flexibil
ity, especially for small «depart
m ents. is very important.
The only difficulty mentioned
by students was of the tight
scheduling which put pressure on
laboratories in science and made
field trips in geology difficult to
arrange. The students feel that
the problem of conflicts of cours
es is a much m ore serious prob
lem for them than any aspect
of the 3-3 system.
Thus far, no conclusions have
been reached by the subcommit
tee which is still in the process
of gathering information. Still
to be discussed are alternatives
to the present 3-3 system such

Charles
the Florist

‘

HOMEMADE GOODIES
Delta Gamma sorority will
hold Us annual bazaar tonight
from 6:30 to 10:30 in the cor
ridor of the Union. Hand
made items and homemade
goodies will be offered for
sale-

F-A-S-T
film
processing
Large selection of Portable
Tape Recorders
Kodachrome and Kodacolor.
Two Day Service!
Black and White, brought in
by 9 a.m . ready sam e day.
Largest selection of qual
ity cam eras in the area.

ideal photo
222 E, College Ave.

SPORTS Gins

A FLOWER
Can Brighten
Your Life

as a 4-4 sem ester system , a
4-M sem ester system , a 3-3 sys
tem which varies in the dates
of beginning the term s and fi
nals, and a concurrent term sem ester system. The subcom
m ittee is m ade up of Thomas
Wenzlau, professor of economics,
chairman, Allen West, assistant
professor of chemistry, and Lavahn Maesch dean of the con
servatory. The students on the
subcommittee include B rian Berbach, Deborah Briggs, Baron
Perlm an, and Jim Snodgrass.
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\ ou'll H e G iv in g M o re F u n f o r
th e F a m ily T h is C h ristm u s
W H EN Y O U SELEC T
From Our Com plete Line of

SPORTING GOODS by:
★ MacGregor * Brunswick
* Wilson ★ Spot Bilt • Head Skis
♦ White Stag
★ Draw-Tite Tents
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SPO RT SHOP

203 W. College Ave.
APPLETON

"OUR SKI SHOP IS NOW OPEN/
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Advocator of Black Power
Slaps Institutional Racism
Last Wednesday, Dr. Charles
V. Hamilton, chairm an of the
political science departm ent at
Roosevelt University, and co
author with Stokeley Carm ichael
of the book Black Power: the
Politics of Liberation, gave a
talk on “Black Power and the
Ghetto.”
Hamilton opened with some
comments on the recent Time
essay on Black Power. He said
that if the essay were handed to
'him as a paper by a student,
he would suggest to the student
that his research was incom
plete. Time, apparently “ pressed
for time and selecting out infor
m ation” suggested that Black
Power is consistent with the
present dem ocratic framework.
Hamilton disagrees; for Black
Power to work the structure of
the society must be changed.
Black Power, m aintains Hamil
ton, is a slogan to the black peo
ple which can have substance,
but to white America says noth
ing.
Hamilton quoted from David
Apter’s Politics of Moderniza
tion: “ Politics is peculiar in that
it is normative first and struc
tural second.” This means, Ham
ilton says, that we m ust talk
about the normative values of
society first. That is, we must
examine the institutions such as
racism imbedded in today’s so
ciety. Racism is so inherent in
America, claim s Hamilton, that
“ people who consider themselves
free of racism can be the m ajor
proponents of it.”
Talking about himself, Hamil
ton said that the Negro who has
a Ph.D. and a law degree
“ thrown in” m ust adopt western
values and disassociate with his
“ black brothers.” Black Power
seeks not only to give pride to
the Negro but to. evaluate the
evils lurking in the bosom of
contemporary America, even if
everyone refuses to adm it that
they are there.
Black Power focuses on the
principles of political legitimacy.
The first type of legitimacy —
contrary to Black Power aims —
is the “ Western egalitarianism .”
This type is favored by Locke
and encompasses the concept
th at all men as individuals
should be equal. Hamilton used
this example: in Pennsylvania
a Negro was a candidate for a
particular state commission and
the governor stated: “ I appoint
on the basis of m erit, not color.”

The second type, according to
Hamilton, is “ fulfillment of po
tentiality” exemplified by so
cieties coming out of colonial
ism. This second principle fo
cuses on group rights and de
velopment, not individual free
doms. Black Power advocates
follow this latter principle be
cause “ they want nothing to do
w i t h the institutional racist
framework of this society.” They
do not care about promises of
individual rights for the black
m an; they desire nation wide
respectability.
Therefore, the
seemingly admirable comment of
the Pennsylvania governor is not
so adm irable because it reflects
once again on racism.
Beyond legitimization,. Black
Power is concerned with politi
cal modernization including “ the
whole process of centralizing
power, a search for new forms
and new values, and the broad
ening of a base for political p ar
ticipation.”
Black Power says
that before we join the system
we need a réévaluation, states
Hamilton. Head Start is good,
he concedes, but “ let’s talk
about the content of the pro
gram s rath er than rush to struc
tural arrangem ents.” That is,
talk about what you are teaching
the black ghettos, rather than
how you teach them.
Hamilton tied his points al
together when he concluded:
“ Don't come to me about fair
housing,
better education —
this is just equitable distribution
of goods and services . . . we
m ust distribute equitably deci
sion making power, and nobody
talks about that."

V arsity Beat Frosh
In B asketball, 95-76
Freshm an basketball
began
Tuesday night with the annual
Frosh-Varsity gam e and high ex
pectations.
As was expected, the varsity
won by a significant margin, 9676, but the freshm an squad m ade
a credible performance.
Al
though the final victory was by
19 points, with about 14 minutes
to go in the game, the freshmen
cut the deficit to six.
Tomorrow evening, the frosh
get their first chance to apply
lessons learned from the v ar
sity against regular freshman
competition when they play Osh
kosh.
The gam e itself Tuesday indi
cated the freshmen much poten
tial.
There were numerous
mistakes, but the frosh refused
to become flustered. They con
tinued to come back despite
being down early. The telling
factor seemed to be the superior
rebounding and shooting of the
varsity.
The freshman coach, Robert
Mueller, instructor in physical
education, indicated that overall
he was pleased with the team ’s
performance, and he stated that
“ I see no reason why we can’t
win all our gam es against fresh
man competition.” Coach Rusk
of the varsity also said that he
felt the freshmen had surpassed
his expectations.
The starting line-up for the
frosh consisted of Jim Dyer,
Mark Frodesen, Rich DePersio,
Dave Simmons, and Rick F arm 
er, with Dyer leading all scor
e rs with 22 points.
The gam e tomorrow, the last
until after Christmas, is at home
versus Oshkosh State at 5:30
p.m. prior to the varsity gam e
against Milton.

Dine in Class... Dine a t . . .

APPLETON HI-FI CENTER
Catalog Discount Prices on World Famous
Fisher — Haron Kardon — Kenwood — Bony
323 W. College Ave., 4across from Sears,' 733-7525

YELLOW CAB
A M E R IC A 'S FAVO RITE

34444
For gifts sure to please the
No. 1 young man in your life..
Sweaters, shirts, slacks, colognes, after shaves
pay a visit to

£JULMC îl
417 W est College Ave.

739-4444

Milwaukee Area

JUNIORS, SENIORS,
GRADUATE STUDENTS
plan to attend the 5th annual Milwaukee
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COLLEGE
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY DAY
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1967
MILWAUKEE AUDITORIUM

SHIMMER IN GLITTER
and Come Alive

9 A.M. TO 4 P.M.
The m ain purpose of “O pportunity Day” is to assist Mil
waukee area college students in acquainting themselves
w ith Milwaukee firms and the opportunities available
for perm anent employment upon graduation. More than
60 Milwaukee area firms, representing industrial, retail
ing, insurance, utilities, service and governm ent agencies
will have representatives on hand to handle continuous
interviewing from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
T h is program is sponsored by T he M etro p o lita n
M ilw a u kee A sso cia tio n o f C om m erce

STUDENT ADMISSION IS WITHOUT CHARGE
R eg istra tio n s A cc ep te d at the D o o r
Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of Commerce
C h ic Progress Divltlon
828 N, Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis. 53202
Attn. Mr. Fred Sweet

* B 1a
*Go1
♦Silver Glitter
♦ S i z e s t o 10

Yes, I would like to attend "College Employment Opportunity Day"
Tuesday, December 26, 1967 at the Milwaukee Auditorium. Please
send me a directory of participating firms.
Name.

J a c quel ine*

First

Shimmer and shine from cocktail time to the bewitching hour
in glittering shoes and your best holiday spirit.

City................................
Oollege..........................
Major Are« of Study.

WE

WI S H

YOU

AL L

A

VERY

MERRY

Initial

Last

Home Address.............

CHRISTMAS

Dat« of G raduation.. .

sut*.
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VIEW FROM THE BENCH
By B IL L G O D F R E Y and D A V E FR A SC H
W ith most of the cam pus’s attention being focused on
the successful results of the championship football, the ap
proaching basketball season has been conspicuously ig
nored. This w eek’s varsity-frosh gam e gave some insight
into the potential of the basketball team.
W ith little rebounding height, except for Brad Childs
and Bob Townsend, the Vikes will have to be a running
team, and they cannot afford to make turnovers. For this
type of offensive precision, another guard must come along
to com plem ent Brian Bock. Perhaps scrappy Dave Roozen
or Mark Harju will be able to provide the consistent guard
play needed for a winning team.
A m ong the championship contending teams, especially
Ripon and Monmouth are reputed to be big and strong. To
combat size disadvantages, Lawrence will counter with
Mike “ Stallion” Andrews who can throw his w eight around
under the boards. Brad Childs has indictated that this could
be his year, and the V ikng hopes will depend greatly on
Brad’s play. H owever, Child’s will be backed by an excel
lent and a determined player in Bill Davis.
Karl Hickerson and Don Brook must assume much of
the V ik in g’s defensive and rebuilding burdens, probably
the least obvious but the most important duties on the
court.
In the varsity-frosh game, the Vikes showed a capabil
ity to run and to score, depending to great extent on cap
tain Brian Bock. It is unlikely, however, that many V iking
opponents will be small as were the freshmen. The one
freshman “big man*’ Rich De Persio did an effective job
alone, and the Vikes could have trouble with a tall team.
Andrews and Roozen are the only experienced reserves,
and bench strength must be developed, if Lawrence is to
play a successful running game.
On the less tangible side, the V ikes do appear to have
a winning attitude, and this is necessary at a school so in
famous in its lack of support for basketball. A winning
athletic tradition at Lawrence is becom ing a reality. The
basketball team is capable of doing its part. W hy don’t
we help them out by supporting them.

The Friendly Pharmacy
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t
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Basketball Team
Will Meet Milton
The Lawrence University bas
ketball team officially kicks off
the 1967-68 season at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday when the Vikings enter
tain Milton College in a game
at Alexander gym.
The non-conference game will
be one of four for the Vikes be
fore they begin Midwest Confer
ence play in early January.
Following the Saturday contest
with Milton the Vikes will travel
to Carroll College next Tuesday
and then compete in their own
Holiday Classic Tournament Dec.*
29 and 30.
Coach Clyde Rusk took a long
look at his squad Tuesday night
when the varsity and freshmen
tangled in their annual contest.
The varsity built up a 10-point
lead in the first half and then
pulled away by scoring 53 m ark
ers in the second half. The fi
nal score was 96-76.
“ It was a typical varsity-frosh
gam e,” Rusk commented after
the contest. “ It’s a little diffi
cult to tell anything because so
many players are used. We con
centrated on offense and conse
quently our defense didn’t look
as good as it should have. We
will have to work on m ore ag
gressive defensive play,” the
Lawrence mentor offered.
Last year Lawrence and Milton
m et and the Vikes cam e away
with a 75-72 victory on the Mil
ton court. Two of the top scor
ers in that gam e for Lawrence
are back again as Brian Bock
had 16 points and Bob Townsend
added 15.
Bock also paced the scoring in
the varsity-frosh gam e with 20
m arkers and Townsend cam e
through with 15 as did forward
Mike Andrews.

SW IM M IN G C A P T A IN Pete House, breaker of nineteen
individual records and five relay records, demonstrates his
racing dive during a practice session. T he V ike tankmen,
taking third in the conference last year, open this year on
Saturday at Knox in the Knox relays.
O F F-C A M PU S S T U D E N T S
The Lawrentian is offering a special reduced sub
scription rate for off-campus students living in Apple
ton. Enclose $1.50 for each subscription and send to:
Circulation Manager, the Lawrentian, Lawrence Universit, Appleton, W isconsin. Special students are
not eligible for this reduced rate.
NAM E
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Pre-exam parties are
happening at
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THE
WURSTHAUS

“P IL L S ‘N ’ T H IN G S ”
204 East College Avenue
W e Carry a com plete line of CO M ETICS and
T O IL E T R IE S

For the B E S T B U Y S in SC H O O L S U P P L IE S , A R T
and D R A F T IN G M A T E R IA L S

STUDENTS

SYLVESTER ft NIELSEN, Inc.
209 E. College Ave.

Use Oar COMPLETE Facilities
WALK-UP TELLER SERVICE
3 pm . - 5 pm .

9 a m . - 10 a m .

HUNTING
FOR A GIFT?
Check the enticing array at
Pah-Low’s. Choose from over
5000 items. Of course, we
gift wrap, free of charge.

P a h /o u rs .
Member F.D.I.C.

LUGGAGE-GIFTS
303 W. College Ave.
On the Street of Quality

Appleton, Wisconsin

TAKE A TRIP
OUT WEST
( College Avenue)

I

Clip This Ad for a

10c DISCOUNT
on A n y Sandwich

BIG "POOR BOYS" or
"H E R O S"............... 85c
Big Beef Burger . . . '40c
Kosher Corned Beef .
17 other Good Sandwiches

Open 11:00 o.m. - 2 a m.

Look Sharp

Tuesday thru Saturday
Mondays: 11:00 to 8:00
Closed Sundays

Take Your CLEANING to

Chock Wagon

PEERLESS-UNEEDA

317 West College

WATCH FOR SPECIAL SAVINGS THIS WEEK!!
HALF-BI-OCK OFF CAMPUS ON COLLEGE AVENUE

»cross from Sears

M aiden Form D electables
in P in k -ad e and Pebble
Print.

Flora’s
Foundation
Fashion Shop
212 East College Ave.

